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Web of science citation report author

×With interrupting THECSS error in steps 1. Go to 2. Click Create Publons Profile or Register. If you already have a connection to Web of Science or EndNote Online, use the same email address when registering publons. 3. If you have an existing ORCID account and created a list of your publications there, link your ORCID and Publons accounts to import your publications into
Publons. To get started, click the green ORCID icon. 4. Fill out your Publons profile. Create a Publons profile Watch this short video to see how you can quickly create your publons profile and start adding publications and feedback. The H index is indicated by a horizontal line passing through the Year/Total Years columns. Above this row, which is h, the number of items has at
least h citations. For example, a 20 h index means that there are 20 items that have 20 or more citations. This metric is useful because it discounts the disproportionate weight of highly quoted documents or documents that have not yet been mentioned. Calculation of the value of the H index – The h index is based on the depth of the subscription year and the selected period of
your product subscription year. Items that are not displayed on the Results page will not be taken into account in the calculation. If your subscription depth is 10 years old, the value of the H index is based on this depth, although a specific author may have published articles more than 10 years ago. In addition, the calculation only includes items for your product - books and articles
are not included in uncovered journals. 1. The H-index was created by J.E. Hirsch and published in the Proceedings of the United States Of America National Academy of Sciences 102 (46): 16569-16572 of 15 November 2005. The world's largest publisher's neutral citation index and research intelligence platform Institutional connection to joining your institution group or regional
dependency No access? You can still save your online science indexed publications list, track your quotes, and get researcher ID online by creating a free profile for Publons. Need help signing in? Contact support ip address: 88.198.48.21 1. Access to the science web. 2. Either (i) perform an author search or (ii) use author finder. i) Basic Search: Search by Author. Enter the
author's name and initials. Be sure to look for all the expected options for the author's name. If you want, also add the authority name to the Enhanced organization box to restrict your search. Displays a list of results. If the author has a common name, you might want to refine the results or add terms at this stage to focus your search and get a good list of the results you want. ii.
Author Search: You can also use Author Search if you need help identifying the author. Select Author Search. Enter the author's name and inititals (up to 4). If desired, also select Research areas and to separate this author from other authors. 3. Where this is done, the number of works written the author will be displayed. If necessary, continue to improve the list by research area
or other categories. Then on the Results page, click the Create quote report link (Note that if the list contains more than 10,000 results, this link is not displayed and the citation report is not available). 4. Citation report - It is at the top of the charts indicating when the works in the collection were published and quoted, and summarized data on this record group. Aggregated data
includes the number of publications, the number of quotations and the h index, which measures the relative impact of a scientist on his pupil (for more information on the h index, see the Authors' Impact page). 5. Detailed information for each publication shall be provided below the graphs. If you notice that there are documents that you didn't intend to, use the check boxes on the
left of the items to remove them. Click Go to restart the quotes report without these items. See the brief links in the Citation report - guide and tutorial on the right to access the search guide and tutorial to learn more. Web of Science is a multidisciplinary database that can be used to collect and organize author information to evaluate author exposure. Author Search Web of
Science is a guide to finding articles written by a specific author. Web science citation reports show how this web function of science can be used to get information about how the author is quoted, including the author's H index. Analysis of results shows how this function can be used to sort author output by different categories. As with all databases, the Internet of Science does
not contain all published articles, but the choice of its journals is highly respected and therefore useful for the analysis of citations. The search for quoted links on the scientific web (according to the Impact article) may also include links to works indexed outside the Web of Science (thus increasing the number of quotes of the author), but the quotation report analyzes quoted works
from the quoted link search rather than the author's work. It is very important to remember that all the means of citation metrics have limitations. Use a few tools to get the best results. Also remember that this is a quantitative tool and that quotes do not necessarily indicate a positive overview of the article. Access to the internet of science Here is a link to the scientific web
database. Off-campus users (UCLA students, faculty and staff) will have to use a proxy server or VPN. The default screen is the search page. Using author search on the science web You can search using the author's field on the Science web search page, but try using author search for a more controlled search. On the menu bar or under the author field search box, click the
Author Search tab. Type Author name. Use the full name and first initial. Whereas quotations differ in detail, enter only the first initial for a more detailed search, and do not specify exact matches. If the the title can be written in more than one way, you may want to click Add author name option to add these alternate spellings. Click Select research domain. To narrow down multiple
results, specify the most applicable research domains for the searched author. Click Select organization. If you know organizations that are not affiliated with the author, this may be another way to limit search results. Organisations may include companies, institutes, groups and academic institutions with which the author has been and is currently affiliated. However, use these
limiters with caution. They can be useful to narrow the results if the information is accurate, but there is also a risk of missed links. Click End Search. Results list The results can be further adjusted by using options or record sets in the Refine Results pane. The goal is to define the author as accurately as possible so that the focus is on the correct author, but broad enough to
include the titles of the same author's variations. Click # Record Collections to see results grouped by name variations. You can then select the collections that are likely to match the authors you are looking for. By narrowing the list of results to articles by a specific author, you can: Print, send an e-mail, or export the list to citation manager. Select your articles for your researcher
ID list. Create sublists by selecting fields for individual articles. Click the article to see its entire record; where you can view the times cited article lists and lists of articles quoted therein (quoted links); and a link to its full text (if any) using UC e-Links. Select a citation alert article that will be notified to you when that article is quoted by an article indexed to the science web. Create a
quote report. Analyze the results. Searching for a specific author can be tricky, especially if the name is common. There is scope to identify an author by assigned identification number, so that you can be sure that the individual's research is correct, whether the name changes, is given differently or incorrectly, or the investigator changes the authorities. Example: Jennifer Smith is a
researcher at the School of Public Health at the University of Michigan. Perform an author search using this name Web of Science results in quotes from many disciplines ranging from Renaissance studies, marine biology, chemistry, etc. None of the disciplines listed in the list of results covers public health. Several steps may be taken to narrow this list of results to the correct
author, and some articles may be accidentally omitted or incorrectly included. This particular Jennifer Smith from the University of Michigan has registered orcid ID; this identification number can be used to obtain correct quotes from this researcher. More information You can find the orcid author's identifier in the links below. While many scientists have reported to have an ORCID
identification number that can be used in Web of Science, not all faculty members or scientists in the US use their identification number. You may want to use an author search suggested from the video below to complete your search strategy. Strategy.
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